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ICON WiFi
Dual Therm Electric Heater

Radialight 
WiFi
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Radialight
Comfort for your Home

Dual Heating

Infrared

Radialight are an manufacturer of leading electric heaters. All their products are designed and assembled 

in Italy.

Built using the highest quality electronics to ensuring  your living environment is as safe and comfortable 

as possible.

To heat your room as comfortable and efficient 

as possible, Radialight heaters use a combination 

infrared and natural convection heat. 

The radiant element emits evenly distributed infrared heat from the front panel. Creating 

a comfortable warm feeling when near the radiator. 

Italian Made 

Air
Natural convection heat is also used, to increase the radiator’s 

heat output. This ensures the whole room is heated. 

The combination of convection and infrared heating technologies, 

means that the heater delivers rapid warm up times and long 

lasting, energy efficient consumption.
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WiFi
In built WiFi, the heater connects 
directly to your router, without 
purchasing additional Hubs or 
gateways. Making the connection 

process quick and pain free. 

Once the heater is connected, 
you’ll have intrinsic control. From 
the Radialight APP, you’ll be able to 
control your single heater or whole 
Radialight system from anywhere in 

the world!

Can an be fully operated from the 
onboard control panel. So you don’t 
loose out on functionality if there’s 

no WiFi network available. 

Smart Zones
Each heater can be named to be easily recognisable.

Control a single heater or group several into a “zone”.  
Zones let you control each room independently. 
For example, the bedroom and living room can be 
completely different temperatures and heated at 
different times. 

Thermostat and Timer
7 day 24 hour timer, so you can programme your heating around your 
lifesyle.

There are 3 heating modes to pick from: Comfort, Reduced and Anti-
frost. The temperature for Comfort and Reduced can be set to any 
temapture you need.

Then apply the modes throughout the week for complete time and 
temperature control.
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Smart Energy

To keep on top of energy bills,  Radialight have an inbuilt enery meter, 
which records how much energy the radiator is using. On the this will 
calclate how much money the radiator is costing to operate.   

Also from the heater’s display, the “Behavioural Indicator” and 

“Power check Function” let you constantly keep an eye on the 

heaters energy consumption. 
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The Radialight ICON epitomises modern Italian design and state of the art heating 

technology. 

Featuring clean cut, slimline styling and intelligent room controls, this heater looks great 

in any environment! With an IP24 splash-proof body, the ICON is perfect for any room of 

the house. 

Equipped with the latest technology in the heating industry, lowering energy consumption 

and costs. The ICON will keep you comfortable and in control of your heating.

With an IP24 splash-proof body and super-quiet operation, this wall-mounted electric 

radiator is perfect for any area of the house. Whether your heating a bedroom, kitchen, 

bathroom or living room, the Klima will keep you warm and cosy.
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Intelligent Energy 
Consumption

WiFi or Manual Control

To ensure maximum efficiency, the KLIMA’s Intelligent 

Management system optimises the heater’s energy 

consumption. As the room approaches the set 

temperature, the power management system 

is activated, reducing the heater’s consumption. 

Helping to maintain a constantly comfortable room 

temperature while reducing wasted energy. 

The KLIMA is available as WiFi and Non WiFi option. 

On the non WiFi model, the heater is only operated using 

the control panel on the front 

With the WiFi model, control your heating with a 

smartphone or tablet. From your smart device, you’ll 

have access to the heater’s features (such as timer, 

thermostat and energy meter) from anywhere in the 

world. So you won’t leave the heating on or come home 

to a cold home again. 

The WiFi heater can also be fully operated by the control 

panel, exactly like the non WiFi model. So your not left in 

the cold if the WiFi goes offline.  
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ICON

• Presence Detection

• Digital Control

• Open Window Detection

• Intelligent Energy Consumption

• Adaptive Start

• 24/7 Timer 

• Electric Thermostat

• 1.5 m Flex Length

• Energy Meter

Feature Y (Yes) N (No)

Electric Thermostat Y

Timer Y

24 / 7 Programming Y

Open Window Detection Y

Adaptive start Y

Distance Control ( Y WiFi ) ( N Non WiFI ) 

Display Y

Over Heat Protection Y

Frost Protection Y

Wall Mount Brackets Y

Brand Radialight

Model Klima

Mount Type Wall Mounted

Warranty 2 Years

Colours White, Grey

Style Radiant Panel Heater

Colours Features
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